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Bad news
for avid athletes
Overtrained children and
teen athletes are at risk
of terminating their
athletic future

| Page 3
RACHEL PADWANSKI

U.S. military chief

OUCH: Wayne Hoffman, mentalist and illusionist, pulls sharp razors tied on Wack thread from his mouth using only his tongue to tie the razors during his show. Hoffman is a contestant in the NBC reaiity show "Phenomenon "

wants to close
Guantanamo Bay
Mike Mullen says that

Seniors: Watch out
for 100-level classes

bad publicity
surrounding the prison
has hurt the worldwide
image of the U.S.
| Page 5

By J.inccn Morgan
Assistant Special Sections Editor

U.S. still center
of attention

Taking a 100-level class as a
senior can broaden your knowledge base or force you to graduate a semester late.
If you take Biology 101 as a
senior, you can look forward to
taking three extra credit hours in
order to graduate. Taking a 100level course asa senior can result
in two or three docked credits.
"So, instead of the 122 hours
needed to graduate, it will be 123
for those seniors with a 100-level
course." said Matt Webb, advis-

Despite a dismal
start to the year,
columnist Mwendah
M'Mailutha believes the
U.S. political race still
takes center stage

|Page 4
A case
of iranophobia'
Guest columnist Erick

ing director of program advise
merit for the College of Health
and Human Sen ices.
So Ifyou're taking English 112,
Math 128 or thai 100-level tap
dancing (lass, you might need
to take another class or two to
graduate, according to College
ol Arts and Sciences Adviser Lee
Ann Koenigbauer.
The college's handbook does
specify some exceptions. These
include foreign languages or the
entry-level computer science
course: CS 100.
SENIORS

12

Evans asks, should U.S.
citizens really fear Iran or

USG suggests prof
evaluations go public

is there more hype
than truth?
| Page 4

I

Another town,
another UFO

By Kristen Vasas
Reporter

A Texas community
beomces witness to

The new year began with a
bang for Undergraduate Student
Government as they discussed
the need for public instructor
evaluations at last night's general assembly meeting.
"A new system will primarily focus on allowing students to
register for classes with instructors who will suit them best."
said l.iesl Dye, the chair of the
Academic Affairs Committee. "It
will not be used for pay increases
or for criticizing instructors, but
for the benefit of the students."
The idea for a new system arose after USG Student
Welfare Senator Rob Holder
researched different forms of
technology that would work to
create a central database for
instructor evaluations.
I lohler found that in order for
more effective evaluations to
be created, a new technological
system would have to be implemented as well. I lowever, before
any work could be completed,
Holder left at the end of the fall
semester and passed the task on
to Dye.
"At first, we weren't sure about
how we would go about this."

what many perceive as
a UFO. Federal officials
insist that there's a
logical explanation

| Page 8

Women's tennis
team finishes
strong in doubles

STEVENSENNE

REACHINGOUT:

APPHOTO

^maaie out to prove ikveniore Iran just labels

Out of action since the
weekend of Oct. 19. the
Falcons finished second
in wins to host Indiana

| Page 6

The politics
r
-isms
Racism, sexism worry Democrats
By David Crary
The Associated Press

If you had a theme song
what would it be?

NF.W YORK - Impressions of sexism
anil racism emerging from the contest
between Hillary Rodham Clinton and
BarackObama have been blatant, subtle
and perhaps sometimes imagined, and
they are renewing the national debate
over what is and isn't acceptable to say
in public.
Clinton's camp has perceived sexism

in comments about her appearance and
emotions. Supporters ol Obama have
complained about racial overtones in
remarks about his Muslim sounding
middle name, I lussein, and his acknowledged drug use as a young man.
Beyond the back-and-lbrth between
a white woman and a black man seeking the Democratic presidential nomina-

- ■

over the vote
By Stephen Majors
The Associated Press

See DEMOCRAT Page 2

I

President Bush visits Saudi Arabia
By Terence Hunt
The Associated Press

TODAY
Snow Showers
High:3Uow:21

TOMORROW
Mosdy Sunny
High: 36. Low: 29

RIYADH, Saudi Arabia President Bush delivered a
sophisticated weapons sale for
Saudi Arabia yesterday, trying to bolster defenses against
threats from U.S. adversary Iran
and muster support in this oilrich kingdom for a long-stalled
Mideast peace agreement.
On a surprisi ngly cold day with
blustery winds, Bush received
a warm embrace from King
Abdullah, whose family wields
almost absolute rule. Among

ordinary Saudis and across
much of the Mideast, Bush is
unpopular, particularly because
of the Iraq war and unflinching
U.S. support for Israel.
Bush and Abdullah were
going to some lengths over two
days to emphasize their strong
personal ties.
Saudi Arabia holds the world's
largest oil reserves and surging
fuel costs are putting a major
strain on the troubled U.S. economy. But White I louse officials
said it was unclear if Bush raised
See BUSH | Page 2

P»BLO MARTINEZ MONSNUS

eliminate things
like hotness levels
and star ratings..."
Dye said. "But alter talking with
Mike Searsl the USG president
from 1991. it really opened my
eyes to how serious this project
really was."
Dye began her research on
the subject by collecting information about instructor evaluations from other schools and
studying the effectiveness ol
their programs.
According to her research, a
nru system at Bowling Green
would be formed entirely
around the students rather than
on trivial details.
"We don't want this system
to be like the online Web sites,"
Dye said. "We want to eliminate things like hotness levels and star ratings and make
it more about student and
instructor compatibility in
order to ensure learning."
See RATINGS | Page 2

Flip-flopping CAMPUS
EF

SHELBY JEFFERSON
Senior, Journalism

"Fight the Power' by
Public Enemy because
I'm a radical theorist"
|Page4

"We want to

AP PHOTO

US BUSH MIDEAST: President Bush.
left, holds the King Abdul Aziz Order

COLUMBUS — The Ohio
Republican Party has invited
Republican elections board
members from around the state
to gather at a private meeting
today to discuss "the party's
response to the Secretary of
State's voting proposals," according to an e-mail from a party official obtained yesterday by The
Associated Press.
The e-mail, which said, "your
efforts to keep the information
above confidential are appreciated," comes at a time when
Democratic Secretary of State
lennifer Brunner has directed
and recommended widespread
changes to touch-screen voting
systems across the state.
Elections officials in at least
three counties have balked at
Brunner's directive that counties

Water shut off on
eastern side of campus
Water was shut ol1 OP the east
side of campus last night.
A high water alarm went oK
around 7 p.m.. according to
Associate Vice President for
Administration Bryan Benner.
This was a result ol a water line
break by the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
house. Benner said
Water was eventually shut oil so
the excess could dram. Most of the
University s water was turned back
on by around 10:30 p.m. Though the
pressure was initially low. the water
was turned back on in Rodgers nearly
an hour later.
At that time. Benner said only
the University s Greek units were
without water He expected water
to be back on in those units by 2:30
am today
At ptess time. Benner said the
reason (or the break was unclear but
was likely the result of old pipes

See VOTING | Page 2

fcfr VISIT BGHEWS.COM: NEWS SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

- Reporter Ryan Sullivan

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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DEMOCRAT

"In parts of the country, the racist terms fall just
as easily off the lips as they always did. And

From Page 1
ton, the situation has created
,i snapshot of the nation's sensitivity — or lack thereof— to
certain kinds of comments. Is it
more acceptable, for instance,
to make a sexist remark than a
racist remark?
"It's always been easier," says
Marie Wilson, president of the
White House Project, which
encourages women's advancement in politics. "With women,
you can get away with it.
"With race, you can hardly

..i\ anything.''
I'eminist
leader
Gloria
Steinem, argued in a New York
limes oped last week that
gender is "probably the most
restricting force in American
life" — more so than race.
Hut others involved in politics
suggest the situation is more
crimplex and that both race and
gender are used to discriminate

there are also places that I can't go because I am
a woman, and that bothers me just as much."
Yvonne Sctuggs-Leftwich | Board member of Black Leadership Forum
against people.
Yvonne Scruggs-Leftwich,
a board member of the Black
leadership forum, said that as
a black woman she has experienced both racism and sexism,
and suggested there was little
point in ranking them.
"In parts of the country, the
racist terms fall just as easily off
the lips as they always did," she
said. "And there are also places
that I can't go because 1 am a
woman, and that bothers me
just as much."
Kim Gaudy, president of
the National Organization for
Women, said sexist and racist
expressions both remain all too

common in public discourse,
though she sit id the racism often
may be "somewhat coded."
"There's an awful lot of explicit sexist stuff," she said.
Certainly. Clinton's gender
has been the spark for criticism, verbal and otherwise, of
a sort that Obama has avoided.
Available on the Internet are a
Hillary nutcracker (the Clintonlike figure cracks nuts between
her legs) and a Hillary toilet
brush (the sales pilch: "You can
have Hillary Clinton as your
'First Cleaning lady.'")
Clinton's wardrobe, figure,
hairdo—even her laugh — have
generated commentary.

"How can this system possibly
help the students when it comes
to learning?"
lewis hopes that a new system will focus specifically around
class size, classroom materials and
Instructor effectiveness and that
public evaluations lead to a system
of unifomiity throughout campus.
"Right now, [instructor evaluationsl are not uniform across campus or at any one college," he said.
"We have different forms for different colleges and this just enhanc-

es the confusion we feel when it

SENIORS
From Page 1
Judge James W. Bachman,
who co-teaches the entry-level
criminal justice course, CRJU
210, said some upper-class students can underestimate the
importance or difficulty of a
class just because it's a not a 300
or 400-level class,
"Seniors and juniors have to
realize that the level of the class
does not determine its difficulty levdl," Bachman said.
Senior l.indsey Thompson
thought it would be an advantage to take Geography 125 but
she learned the hard way.
."I guess I undermined the
difficulty of the class, which is
why 1 am taking it over again
for the second time," she said.
Surrounded
by freshmen

BUSH
From Page 1

RATINGS
From I

President Johnnie I.. Lewis,
although in favor of the public

Instructor evaluations, noted that
many deans feel that a new system such as the one USG is promising would result in a popularity contest among professors.
"Right now. the system we
have is based around tenure mid
pay lor instructors," Lewis said.

carries to evaluations.''
In order to clear up the confusion, Dye hopes that if the system
is implemented, all evaluations
would be made public on the
USG Web site.
"We are looking for some
thing to attach our names to,"
Speaker Jeremy Lehman said
of the Weh site idea. "UAO has
their thing and KSA has theirs.
"[Instructor evaluations! could
be USG's."

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 1,2,3,4, AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2008.

the subject wit h the king. The
issue has come up in earlier stops on Bush's eight-day
trip, largely in the context of
his quest for alternate fuels
and sources of energy, the
officials said.
White House counselor l-ld
Gillespie said Mideast leaders
have "talked about the nature
of the market and the vast
demand that's on the world
market today for oil." He said
that was "a legitimateand accurate point."
Bush, who dislikes late
nights, also stayed up well
past his regular 9:30 p.m.
bedtime for after-dinner talks
with the king in the walled
compound of his opulent
palace. Its marble floors and

in the Weather and Climate
class, she doesn't enjoy being
the senior there.
"Most seniors don't really
opt to take these courses,
sometimes the reason they
are in these classes as seniors
is because they did not take
|them| in the prior years, for
whatever reason," Webb said.
Because she's retaking the
course, Thompson said the
course will only provide her
with two credits.
But Bachman, a retired judge
and now an adjunct professor,
said he doesn't mind students
who do take his class because it
broadens their life experiences.
"It forces students to step out
of their comfort zones to take
courses they've never studied
before," Bachman said. "I just
want students to look at life
very broadly."

walls contain sheets of gold,
colored with precious stones
and embedded jewels.
In a show of hospitality, the
king invited Bush to come to
his lavish horse farm today,
where 150 Arabian stallions
are stabled. The visit, including
an overnight by Bush, is a payback for the president hosting
Abdullah at his Texas ranch.
U.S. officials said much of
conversation over yesterday's
palace dinner was about chill
temperatures that dropped
into the 40s. Gillespie said
there were predictions for
snow today, the first to fall
here since 1968.
Coinciding with Bush'sarrival, the administration officially
notified Congress it will offer
Saudi Arabia sophisticated
Joint Direct Attack Munitions
—or "smart bomb" — technology and related equipment.

Amenities included in many of our houses:
- Furnished or unfurnished
- Washer and Dryer
- Garbage disposal, dishwasher
- Large yards
- 1 and 2 car garages
- Full basements
- Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

- Air conditioning
•
- Gas log fireplaces
- 1-2 blocks from campus
- May or August leases available
- Microwaves
- Walk in closets

3-5 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

<3Sk

www.greenbriarrentals.com GREEMRIA*. INC.

PIZZA

rtPAJ
Better Ingredients
Better Pizza.

353-PAPA
(7272)

$7.99
14" Large Pizza
with Cheese & 1 topping
Add a second pizza for only $6.00

what's right

From Page 1
with touch-screen machines
make a certain number of
paper ballots available during the March primary for
voters who don't want to use
the machines.
The counties also said they
will have trouble complying
with Brunner's recommendation the 57 counties that use
touch-screen machines scrap
them by November in favor
of an optical-scan system,
in which ballots filled out by
hand are tabulated by computer scanners.
The private Republican meeting injects partisanship into
a debate over voting technology that shouldn't be political,
Hrunner said yesterday.
"This is not about political
gamesmanship," Hrunner said.
It's about doing what's right for
the voters of Ohio."
The meeting is an effort

for the voters

of Ohio."

FRIDAY
1:09 AM
Brandon Cooper of Maumee,
Ohio, was cited for criminal mischief, underage under the influence
and theft. Cooper was caught by
University police after breaking into
a car in Lot J. According to police
reports, he had 30 CDs in his rear
pocket.

SUNDAY
4:08 A.M.
Andrew Clark of Grand Blanc.
Mich., was cited for underage under
the influence. A University officer
was driving down East Wooster
Street when Clark jumped in front
of his car. After detaining the struggling suspect, the officer found an
Ohio females drivers license on him.
4:28 A.M.
An arson investigator was brought
in to examine a smoke detector in
Harshman. After a fire alarm went
off it was discovered there were
burn marks on the detector. Police
are still investigating the incident,
2 P.M.
Tyler S. Donnell. 22. and Alyssa B.
Morelock. 18, both of Gibsonburg.
Ohio, were arrested for disorderly
conduct for fighting in a Wooster
Street parking lot.
2:16 P.M.
The deadbolt lock on an East Reed
Avenue residence was reported broken overnight
6:12 P.M.
A wallet was reported stolen from
Uptown/ Downtown Sports Bar and
Deli on North Mam Street sometime Saturday night.

MONDAY
12:33 A.M.
A South Mam Street McDonalds
employee reported seeing two open
containers in a customer's vehicle at
the drive-thru.
1:15 AM
Police are investigating an alleged
robbery and assault that happened
at Carter Park. Poke said the victim did go to the Wood County
Hospital and no arrests have been
made.

Jennifer Brunnet | Secretary of State
to gather feedback from
Republican elections board
members, said Jason Mauk,
executive director of the Ohio
Republican Party, who sent the
e-mail. With Republican and
Democratic members on the
elections board, the process is
partisan in nature, he said.
"I don't think it's any secret
that Ohio has election boards

made up of partisan members
and we believe it's important
to communicate with those
people on the boards who are
affiliated with the Republican
Party." Mauk said.
"Our
board
members
would not argue that this is ,i
partisan decision."

%

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

11 to estimated thai
«»n araage. therearc 61,000 people
Airborne over the
USA all die time.

02

COLD REMEDY
WINTERIZE

|r,

NEW TIRES

I
MECHANICAL I
:1
Ftt

OIL CHANGE
V4lurd it $13,981

Heating System
&Anti-Freeze

Test

826 S. Main

Open Late Until 3am!!
Thursday-Saturday

" It's about doing

VOTING

BLOTTER

s^tmsBmactmas
I Central I Kin] 31*5 King M
I Maumee
I Perryiounj
IWoodville
ISytvania

532 Iras Ave
25998 N Due H«y
3725 Alston Ra
5832 Monroe SI

419*42*473 Fremont <3>
.19*93-7242 West Toledo
419-873-0911 NonliTowne
419-698-1863 South Toledo
419*82*984 FranMnPart

E

1925 W State St 419-332-3261 Holland
7171 Orchard Cn'J 419851-19191
2779 W Central 419479-7010 Truckt Farm
532inc<s«ve
419*91-7973
222WAIe»
419-476-7121 Boring Gram
999 S Man St
419-352-578811
Monroe,
Michigan
1986
N
Telegraph
800498*009|
750 S Reynolds 419-535-3033
5022 Monroe St 419475467- ^n^rnjSOJ^H^Jrte^^hiUniminxom

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

Student Housing

Offer expires 1/27/2008

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

meccabg.com

CAMPUS
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Two at OU
suspended
for pro
sports bets

Accidents via overtraining see increase
organized sports each year. Of in Chesterfield, created her doing the best I possibly can,
those, about 3.5 million seek own high-mileage program to whether it's lacademicallyl,
treatment for overuse injuries supplement workouts with her running or cheerleading. And
track and cross-country teams this is one of those things I
and chronic fatigue from overfelt like 1 could do better,"
training. Though no data exist, at school.
local sports medicine special"I really have a fixation on Elaine said.
ists say they've seen a steady
increase in the number of
injured and over-trained
athletes between ages 8 and
18 by as much as 25 percent
in recent years.
Experts attribute that
increase to more and more
children specializing in
only one sport and playing it
year-round for school, select
and traveling teams. That
leaves no down time for rest
and repair.
Sometimes, experts point
out, it's because parents and
coaches put pressure on
children to excel. But kids
ERIK M LUNSFORD SHOWS POSt WATCH
often put the pressure on
HEALING: Claire Dreyer. a lS-yeaf-old Webster Groves High School sophomore tennis
themselves. Elaine, a sophomore at Gateway Academy player, completes her therapy at the Sports Medicine & Training Center

By Cynthia Billhartz Gregorian
MCT

ATHENS (AP) — An Ohio
University pitcher and a former
baseball player were charged
yesterday with taking bets on
professional sports, and two
other players were suspended
from the team for placing bets.
Authorities said the betting
involved only professional
sports. Athletic director Kirby
Hocutt said there is no evidence that the players tried
to influence the outcomes of
games.
Andrew Mii-.il.i. 22, of
Mentor, and Brent Decoster, 22,
of Westlake, face misdemeanor
gambling charges in Athens
Municipal Court. They are
accused of running the gambling operation. If convicted,
they could get up to six months
injailandaSI.OOOfine.
Two other baseball players
have been suspended from
the team for placing bets. The
university declined to identify them because of privacy
requirements.
The university also has notified the NCAA, which could
strip a year's sports eligibility
from the players. The NCAA
prohibits betting on sports.
Decoster formerly played on
the baseball team. Shisila, a
senior, was primarily a relief
pitcher last season, but start
ed the final game and got
the victory in a 15-0 win over
Bowling Green, The Bobcats
went 23-31 last season, including 8-1!) in the Mid-American
Conference.
The university was notified
of the gambling operation in
an e-mail last November. The
school's police department
investigated and turned its
findings over to Athens law
Director Patrick Lang, who
filed the charges Monday.

ST. LOUIS — Elaine Gill, 16,
wanted to run faster. So she
started running more. A lot
more.
Sometimes she'd run 50
miles a week.
At first the extra miles paid
off, and Elaine cut several
minutes off her 5K cross country time.
Then, during a race, a bone
in her foot broke. Now, she
can't run at all.
Such is the plight of a
growing number of athletes,
both male and female, who
train their young bodies past
the point of diminishing
returns and right into injuries. The American Academy
of Pediatrics estimates that
more than 30 million children and teens participate in

Student death from bacterial meningitis creates strife
The death of a University of Pennsylvania sophomore is being attributed to Penn emergency room
By Will Bunch
The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA—Thedeath
of a 19-year-old University
of Pennsylvania sophomore
from bacterial meningitis in
early September has prompted a lawsuit and a war of
words between the family's
lawyer and the university
hospital where she died.
The suit filed Friday by the
family of Anne Ryan, a promising student from near Erie,
Pa., accuses the Hospital of the
University of Pennsylvania of
ignoring clear signs of the
deadly bacterial illness when
it failed to admit her alter
an emergency-room visit on
Sept. 6 of last year. It seeks
unspecified damages.
The family's attorney,
widely known trial lawyer

that they were limited in discussing all of the specifics of
Ryan's death, but insisted that
lady who had a life of the care she received during
her emergency-room trips was
promise ahead
appropriate.
Dr. P.]. Btennan, chief mediof her..."
cal officer for the Penn Health
T
System and a specialist in
om Kline | Ryats Attorney
treating infectious diseases,
Tom Kline, leveled a new alle- did say without details that the
gation Fri -day— that doctors allegations by attorney Kline
at HUP performed an unnec- "are shamefully inaccurate."
essary procedure that conThe one thing that both sides
tributed to her death on Sept. seemed to agree on Friday was
9, after she returned to the ER that the sudden death of the
the night before.
vivacious Ivy Leaguer with a
"This was a young lady who passion for modeling, music
had a life of promise ahead of and exotic languages, was an
her, and she ended up tragi- unthinkable tragedy for her
cally dying after two visits to
the Penn emergency room,"
Kline said Friday.

506 AND 514

"This was a young

parents, her brother—a I'enn
grad living in Philadelphia
— and her three sisters from
.Northwestern Pennsylvania.
Kline said that when
Ryan went to the emergency
room at the I'enn hospital
on the second day of classes
in September, she reported
classic meningitis symptoms
including neck pain and a
fever of 103 degrees. What's
more, he said, blood tests
showed two signs of a bacterial infection.
However, Ryan was sent
home and told she had a
less serious viral infection
after a test of fluid from a
spinal tap.

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some ew?nti latpn from eventvbqw edu

8 am.-11p.m.
Muslim Student Association
Prayer Room
204 0lsc.i nip

Founders Day Celebration
118-9 Union Table Sp,iee

BGSU Kenya Benefit Run
1181 Union Table Space

"Ghosts of Mississippi" Movie
206 Union

Orientation Leader Interest
Session
316 Union

Guest Artist: Taiwan
Saxophone Quartet
Bryan Recital Hall

8-9pm
Tough Questions - Featuring:
Greg Christopher
114 Business Administration

Weight Watchers
316 Union

8-10 pm
RSA Bingo Night
202 Union

9:30-'150 pm.
UA0 presents Gone Baby
Gone"
Union Theater

WWW

bgnews.com

University as well as hospital officials said Friday

We've got your next place!

N. ENTERPRISE

Apartments Available for Rent for 2008-2009

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Greenbriar Apartments
•2 Full Baths
•Microwaves
•Garbage Disposal
•Free Internet Access
In 1940, the senior
graduating class buried
a time capsule under a
tree in the "old campus".
It is to be opened in
the year 2015. 75 years
from the its burial date;
however there is one
small problem. No one
seems to know which
tree.

Tuesday. January 15.2008 3

-Air Conditioning
'Dishwasher
'Laundry On-site
•Furnished

Plenty of Parking!
Starting at
$950.00/month + Utilities • $200- Deposit Special
vilhihis ad through l')I<200B)

Get Them While
They Last! ^^-^
GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 E.Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402

www. ereenbriarrentals.com

SUMMER RENTALS AVAILABLE
May 17,2008 to August 9,2008

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street horn Offenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with full bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only.
School Year - S395.00 per month
One Year - $370.00 per month

PETS ALLOWED
with a S300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for One Person Occupancy. Two Person Rates Available.
517 E. REED STREET- AtThurstin.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm. One Bath.
School year - S465.00 per month.
One year - S400.0O per month.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath
School year - $385.00 per month.
One year - S350.00 per month.

707-727 THIRD STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - S395 00 per month.
One year - $350.00 per month.

720 SECOND STREET
Furn. Or Unturn. One Bdrm, One Bath
School year - S410.00 per month.
One year - S360.00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unturn. One Bdrm, One Bath
School year - S435.00 per month.
One year - $370.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unturn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $465.00 per month.
One year - S4I0.00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates shown for Two Person Occupancy. One to Three Person Rates Available.

WIRELESS

SUPERSTORES

NOW OPEN
1616 East Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

(419)353-2355
Walking Distance From BGSU Campus

Accessories for all Phone Models:

VOfijOnwireless

Cllte I

wireless
MtatodagarM

Bluetooth
■ Phone Cases & Covers
Wall & Car Chargers
■ Replacement Batteries
We offer Pre-Paid Refills for all Major Carriers
We Transfer Phone Books and Pictures

505 CLOUGH STREET- Behind Kinko's.
Furn. Or Unturn. One Bath & Extra Vanity.
School year - $630.00 per month.
One year - $530.00 per month.

521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $655.00 per month.
One year - $565.00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
School year - $590.00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month.

835 FOURTH STREET
Finn. Or Unfurn. Two bedrooms.
School year - $590 00 per month.
One year - $490.00 per month

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath W/ Vanity in Bdrms.
School year - $620.00 per month.
One year - $520.00 per month.

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
School year - $650.00 per month.
One year - S540.00 per month.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH or
818 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $565.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month

831 SEVENTH STREET
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School year - $560.00 per month.
One year - $485 00 per month.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon
at S. College.

Unfurnished. 1" baths, dishwasher.
School year • $630.00 per month.
One year • $530.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
School year - $555.00 per month.
One year - $475.00 per month.

WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2008-2009
Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

-.-JOHN
Get a $10 Gift Card
With Any Purchase

NEWLOVE
^W Estate. Inc.

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across From Taco Belli
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. - Fri. 8:30-5:30
Sat 8:30-5:00
www |ohnnewloverealeslate com

FORUM

"I didn't see a flying saucer and I don't know what it was, but it wasn't an airplane, and I've never
Seen anything like it. - Lee Gaitan, describing his UFO sighting [see stoiy p.8]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET' lfyouhadathemesong,whatwoulditbe?
" Like You'll Never

"Too Legit to Quit'

" G-5' by T-Pain. It's

"Welcome to the

See Me Again' by

by MC Hammer.

a song about how

Jungle' by Guns-n-

Alicia Keys. Because I

It just has a special

confident you are in

Roses. Because I'm a

value life.'

place in my heart"

yourself."

badass."

CARLOTTA
PRINCE.
Junior. Psychology

MATTWULFF,
Freshman. Sports
Communication

P YDu'Rt ACCU5€P
OF IPENTIT/ THefT/
WHAtSYOORMAMe
ANP HOW 00 YOU
PLEAD?

electrified by the enigma that is the U.S.
presidential nomination race."
D.C. and Tehran.
Then there are the unrelenting worries about the U.S.
economy, and the attendant
domino effect across the
world. Credit institutions and
mortgage companies are walking on quicksand and there are
allusions to bad, old recession
and inflationary pressures that
might hit people hard. Across
the world, investments are
at risk due to exposure to the
troubled U.S. economy.
Bewildered investors across
the world don't seem to understand why they should incur
losses just because of fluff
words like "credit squeeze"
and "sub-prime crisis" out of
the U.S. The European Union
is in knots trying to figure out
its shooting F.uro and waiting every moment to do the
opposite of what the Federal
Reserve in the U.S. does with
regard to interest rates.
The world cannot have a
worse start to a year!
Not all is gloom, however.
The world, from frigid Iceland
to t he prairies of the outback,
is currently electrified by the
enigma that is the U.S. presidential nomination race.
True to the saying that "only
in America," a helluva lot of
people across the world do not
understand heady stuff like
"caucuses," "primaries" and
"super Tuesdays." People zealously follow the process anyway; that's what the U.S. gets
for being the boss.
Then (here is the sojourn
to the Middle Fast, a consequence of Annapolis, Md.
last fall, or of SlOO/barrel oil.
President Bush has pointedly
told the world that the troubled region will patch up (he
godforsaken peace process,
re-es(ablish (he bearing to the
road map, and get (o a lasting
peace in that region by the end
of the year.
If it works, it might just
revive my trust in a humanity
that so far seems hell-bent on
self-annihilation.
How do all these events tie?
The two refreshing examples
from the U.S. (the presidential candidate nomination
process and President Bush's
quest for peace in the middle
east) underscore a profoundly
fundamental issue in the
international system: many
people across (he world look
up (o (he U.S. for leadership
on a plethora of issues, from

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story7 Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

economic development to
peace, security and the progress of democracy.
The U.S.'s waning moral
standing in different parts
of the world notwithstanding, the country is still the
world's super power. It not
only needs to restore the
disappearing credibility but
also recapture its magic of
helping deal with (he world's
mos( pressing problems.
This does not overlook the
ambivalence tha( attends to
(he U.S.'s engagemen( wi(h (he
res(of(he world.
Obviously, (he U.S. has strategic interests that take precedence over other world issues.
I lowever, its super power
position comes with obligations (ha( cannot be shirked or
tamped down.
A world where social, economic and political inequities
run deep and wide is a very
dangerous place. There is
nothing as bad as disillusion;
when people think that they
will not improve their lot in
life, they can be very dangerous. A more peaceful, secure
and prosperous world will
entail deliberate aclions to
bridge (he ignominious socioeconomic inequalilies that
exist in (he world.
The sad s(a(e of affairs in
the Middle East. Pakistan,
even Kenya, (it is unbelievable
that Kenya is on this list) is a
(es(amen( to how dangerous
feelings of despondency, denial and disenfranchisemenl
can be.
Even as the U.S. grapples
with re-establishing its "moral
groove" in the world, even
as it tries to reinvigorate its
economy; run the primaries
and (he caucuses, and the
ultimate Nov. 4 election; the
world, from (he Middle Easl (o
Pakistan and Kenya will still
look upon the U.S. on issues
so critical to these countries'
survival and progress.

Send responses to
Mwendah's column to
thenewstfPbgneuis.com.

TOMORROW IN FORUM:
DEBATING THE MERITS
OF PRIVATE MILITARY
CONTRACTORS
Sean Martin and Levi Joseph
Wonder look at what private
military contractors can offer to
nations — and the deadly risks
they can bring.

WAYNE SMVSKAl

ERICK EVANS GUEST COLUMNIST

Iran. The word, to millions of
Americans, has a very negative connotation. This country,
recently popularized by United
States and British media,
is famous for its president,
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
Although allegedly elected
by his people, Ahmadinejad
is often portrayed as a ruthless Middle Eastern dictator famous for denying the
existence of the 1 lolocaust,
oppressing women and refuting the existence of homosexuality within his own country.
The Pentagon released a
video recently of a standoff
between alleged Iranian speedboats and American military
ships. The video shows some
speedboats moving around
the open waters hundreds of
meters away from U.S. ships.
A U.S. Navy crewman can
be heard saying over the radio,
"We request you establish
communications, identify
yourself, and state your intentions, over." Suddenly, the
screen goes black, and a heavily accented voice can be heard
saying "I am coming at you.
You will explode."
ILast week] Iran released its
own video of the incident. This
version, with better visual and
audio quality, shows American

*

*■

question the authenticity of both videos
because of their conflicting stories. This
leads one to ask why the U.S. version if the
video lost its picture when Iran's did not."
ships with radio communication in the background saying, "Coalition warship No.
73 this is an Iranian patrol." A
Navy man on the U.S. warship
responds saying, "This is coalition warship No. 73.1 am operating in international waters."
An objective observer would
have to question the authenticity of both videos because of
their conflicting stories. This
leads one to ask why the U.S
version of the video lost its picture when Iran's did not.
To clarify, the standoff took
place in the Persian Gulf, just
miles off the coast of Iran. It
makes sense that Iranian patrol
would be in the area.
A map also shows Iran
sharing a border with Iraq,
Afghanistan, Pakistan and
Turkmenistan. All four countries either have good relations
with or are occupied by (he
U.S. This and (he recent dispute in the Persian golf, show
how U.S. troops and allies now
surround the country of Iran,

Are you opinionated? Do you love to write?
Do you want to be part of an award-winning news team?

The BG News is currently recruiting
articulate, passionate students who want to
have a big impact on their community.

(he only Muslim country in (he
area with a poor relationship
with the U.S.
Thank goodness an international committee investigated
and concluded that Iran shut
down i(s nuclear program in
2003. Otherwise, Iran would
have been able (o sell nuclear
weapons to terrorist groups
like Al Qaeda and the Taliban,
making it a direc( threat to the
U.S. But one must remember
the false accusations concerning the nuclear and biological
weapons in Iraq, a country the
U.S. has had a strong military
presence in for over six years.
Although (he average
American may not agree with
Ahmadinejad's opinions and
values, one must understand
his perspective. He is surrounded by Muslim countries
occupied by or allied with (he
U.S. One of these countries was
invaded over false pretenses
concerning nuclear and biological weapons. And now a video
has been released by the U.S.
government making sketchy
accusations of Iranians threatening U.S. military.
Americans must follow relations between Iran and the U.S.
closely. Potentially false accusations like these led to a war in
the past and could do so again
in die future.

Opinion columnist and cartoonist positions
are still available!

Evans is a senior
majoring in early clxMwod
education. Send responses to his
column to tlienewstiPbgnews.com.

E-mail thenews@bgnews.com for more information.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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"An objective observer would have to

THINK YOU CAN DO BETTER?

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West jrlall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

MCI

We must not let President Bush
deceive us with Iranophobia'

■ Call us at 419-372-6966.

LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF

I'M 30E LYMAN,
JIMMY SN\nH,FF$P
BROWN, 60S FOLEY,
ANt? RAY BARKER...
WE PieAP NOT
GUU1V/

m

■ E-mail us at thenews<s>bgnews.com.

THE BG NEWS

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

ss

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
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today's People On The

IDENTITY THEFTS HIT RECORD LEVELS

prairies of the outback, is currently

,

Have your own take on

PATRICK DOWREY
Sophomore, Undecided

KARLA NOBLES.
Senior. IPC end Sports
Communication

"The world, from frigid Iceland to the

1

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for

It's depressing out and about as
classes and societies collide

I had a great story about my
travel to Washington, D.C. and
the New I England area over winter break. Maybe it might have
been interesting: a friend once
told me that in D.C. the sense
of "politics" is so entrenched
that politics leap at yon on the
street. While I thought New
I-ngland from Connecticut to
Maine is just so removed from
the Midwest,
The story, however, has been
overtaken by events.
The end of 2007 and beginning of 2008 has been a bit
depressing for me and others
across the world for many different reasons: some subtle,
others not so.
For the student community,
at the University in particular, and the entire Bowling
Green community in general.
it has been the tragic loss of
two international students
from India and Nepal in a
traffic accident.
In Pakistan, the beast that
rages in all humans, the ugliness that obviates the untrammeled progress of humanity,
reared its head in the assassination of former Pakistan
premier, Benazir Bhutto
(Islamabad tried to save face
by blaming her car's door for
her death; she hit her head on
the door, they said).
In Kenya, an erstwhile progressive and stable country,
a bungled presidential election on Dec. 27. plunged the
country into paralysis. That
is really frustrating for yours
truly, Kenya being my home
country. The disputed results
of the hotly contested and very
close election has become a
seriously contentious issue
and touched off a class war like
never seen before in the east
African country.
Contrary to what you might
have read in the popular press
or watched on TV, it is not ethnic cleansing. It is the culmination of a pent-up class war,
triggered by an arrogant elite
that, like the French queen of
yore, seemed to tell the dispossessed to eat cake if they had
no bread.
To cap it all. there is
a renewed war of words
between the United States,
and Iran over some saber rattling between the two countries in (he straits of Hormuz
in the Persian Gulf. Though
it is now being touted as a
prank, it has touched off a lot
of attrition words between

fe
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be (ewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to then«ws@bgn«ws.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor nay change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of*he BG Hem.
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white governor since Reconstruction

MySpace to clean up
its online act
ALBANY. N.Y. - MySpace.com has
agreed with more than 45 slates to add
extensive measures to combat sexual
predators.
An official familiar with the multistate
agreement said MySpace. the online
social networking Web site, has agreed
to include several online protections
and participate in a working group to
develop age-verification and other
technologies.
The official said MySpace will also
accept independent monitoring and
changes to the site.

Jindal said he will call a special
legislative session to address the state's
image as a haven for cronyism and
self-serving politicians In his speech, he
made numerous references to a "new
Louisiana" and a "new beginning" for
the state

Big bills expected
from campaign visits
COLUMBUS - Communities that
expect to be popular presidential campaign stops this year are bracing for the
bills for keeping candidates safe.
Cleveland Public Safety Director
Martin Flask says the security costs put
a financial burden on cities.

The agreement is scheduled to be
announced today.
Attorneys general have been seeking
greater controls for online networking
sites to prevent sexual predators from
using those sites to contact children

Columbus and Franklin County
together spent $627,000 on security
four years ago when President Bush and
Democratic challenger John Kerry made
many local appearances.

Supreme Court refuses
to help terminally ill

Franklin County sheriff's Chief
Deputy Steve Martin says of this year's
potential price tag: "It's going to kill us"

WASHINGTON-TheSupreme
Court refused yesterday to review a
ruling that terminally ill patients have
no constitutional right to be treated
with experimental drugs - even if that
means the patient will die before the
medicine is approved

Columbus City Council President
Mike Mentel says the federal government ought to pay at least some of the
costs But city Public Safety Director
Mitchell Brown says that's never going
to happen.

A federal appeals court siding with
the Food and Drug Administration last
year said the government may deny
access to drugs that have not gone
through extensive testing and received
FDA approval.

Winter weather hits
hard in New England
BOSTON-New England's first
major winter storm of 2008 snarled the
morning commute yesterday with heavy
snow and closed schools.

The Supreme Court did not explain
its decision to leave the appeals court
ruling undisturbed. Chief Justice John
Roberts did not take part in the action

Jindal vows 'new
beginning' for Louisiana
BATON ROUGE-Republican
Bobby Jindal. the nation's first IndianAmerican governor, was sworn in yesterday in Louisiana and moved quickly to
make good on a campaign promise to
clean up the image of this hurricane-battered state
Jindal became Louisiana's first non-

Following the snowiest December
on record for some areas and a spell of
spring-like warmth, meteorologists said
as much as 14 inches of snow was possible in southern New Hampshire and
areas west and north of Boston
Many communities declared snow
emergencies in advance of the storm
and Boston Mayor Thomas Menino
ordered only essential city employees to
report to work.
Snow piled up quickly with II inches
by late morning at Wmchendon. Mass..
and in South Casco. Maine, the National
Weather Service said

Check out our Variety of
Properties Available!
Mid Am Manor
Ml Third SI.
702 Third Si.
839 Fourth Si

Am
agement

("harlestcmn Apt:
710 Scon Hamilton
730 Scolt Hamilton

House* Available
close to campus

('oil to make an appointment today!
Mid \m Management
641 Ihml n-i BG
352-4380
mi.I.mi1 M'ri/nn.iicl

FALL 2008 LEASING
COM I SIGN UP fODAY! UNITS GOING IAST!

Check It Out!
Campbell Hill Apartments
(308,314. 318,324.326.328.330 Campbell Hill Rd.)
• 2 and 3 bedroom townhouses
• Furnished
• A/C. dishwasher, garbage disposals,
microwaves
• Washer & dryer

rf

Heinz Apartments
/

(808 N. Enterprise St., 424 Frazee Ave.)
• 3 bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C, fireplaces, microwaves
• 2 baths
• FREE wireless internet

Mercer Manor Apartments

f?

(323 and 331 Mercer Rd.)
• 3 bedroom
• Furnished
• A/C, fireplaces, dishwasher,
microwaves, and garbage disposal
• 2 baths
• FREE wireless internet

Stop by the office for our current listings of available units!
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Military chief may
close Guantanamo
By Robert Burnt
The Associated Press

GUANTANAMO BAY NAVAL
BASE — The chief of the
U.S. military said Sunday he
favors closing the prison here
as soon as possible because
he believes negative publicity worldwide about treatment of terrorist suspects has
been "pretty damaging" to the
image of the U.S.
"I'd like to see it shut down,"
Adm. Mike Mullen said in an
interview with three reporters who toured the detention
center with him on his first
visit since becoming chairman of the loint Chiefs of Staff
last October.
He stressed that a closure
decision was not his to make
and that he understands there
are numerous complex legal
questions the administration
believes would have to be
settled first, such as where to
move prisoners.
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Different year, same veto
for House Democrats
By Jim Abrams
The Associated Press

"I'd like to see [the
detention center]
shut down."
Mike Mullen | Military Chief

During a tour of Camp Six,
which is a high-security facility
holding about 100 prisoners,
Mullen got a firsthand look at
some of the cells; one prisoner glared at Mullen through
his narrow cell window as U.S.
officers explained to the loint
Chiefs chairman how they
maintain almost-constant
watch over each prisoner.
Mullen, whose previous visit
was in December 2005 as head
of the U.S. Navy, noted that
President Bush and Defense
Secretary Robert Gates also
have spoken publicly in favor of
closing the prison. But Mullen
said he is unaware of any active
discussion in the administration about how to do it.

WASHINGTON — Still smarting from the partisan wars of
2007, Congress confronts a
sinking economy, a lingering
war and election-year politics
as it gets back to work for the
2008 session.
The Democratic-led House
reconvenes today with the
familiar scenario of having
to deal with a President Bush
veto. The White House objected
to one provision in a massive
defense bill that opened the
way for lawsuits against the
Iraqi government.
The defense bill contains an
additional pay raise for the military and Congress is expected to quickly fix the problem,
either with a veto override vote
— that would probably fail —
or by removing the offending
provision.
House Democrats are planning a vote the following week
on overriding Bush's second
veto of legislation to expand

It's difficult to be successful without the right resources behind you. So why not
team up with a leadet in the industry to help you? UPS has so much to offer, and
if you're a student, you'll really appreciate our Earn and Learn' Program, where
you can work just 3-1/2 to 5 hours a day and get as much as $15,000* in
college education assistance as a part-time employee. Get a little help from your
friends at UPS.

Apply online at www.upsjobs.com

Part-Time Package Handlers
• S8.50 an hour, with increases of 50C after 90 days & 50C at one year
• Full Medical Benefits
• Weekly Paychecks
• Weekends & Holidays Off

• Paid Vacations
■ Consistent Work Schedules
Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus:
Tuesday, January 15th
From 1:00pm-4:00pm
Student Union
'Piogfitm guidelines apply.
UPS Is an equal oppoilunily employer

the federal child health insurance program. The bill passed
by a veto-proof margin in the
Senate but enough Republicans
in the House have stuck with
Bush to stop an override there.
Such legislative exercises had
numerous precedents in 2007,
when presidential vetoes — or
veto threats — and Republican
filibusters in the Senate blocked
Democratic-proposed legislation or forced major changes.
Democrats claimed several
successes in their first year in
power, including raising the
minimum wage, boosting fuel
mileage standards for cars and
small trucks, increasing security at seaports and airports,
reducing student loan interest rates and requiring stricter
mental health checks for gun
purchases.
But the constant battles
over domestic" spending and
the Democrats' futile efforts to
curtail U.S. military involvement in Iraq drove public
approval ratings of Congress to
new lows.

SPORTS
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SIDELINES

Tennis has solid showing in Indiana
By Nata Panont
Reporter

FOOTBALL
Top Ohio State
linebacker
Laurinaitis
coming back
Two-time All-American and
Butkus Award-winning middle
linebacker James Laurinaitis
said in a statement yesterday

The beginning of the new year
was kind to the BG women's
tennis team as they posted an
overall record of 12-8 at the
Indiana Doubles Invitational
held in Bloomingtnn, hid., this
past weekend.
BG, who hasn't competed since
the weekend of Oct. 19-21, was second in wins only to host Indiana
(16-4). Other (earns in the two-day
tournament included Louisville
(9-7), Indiana State (2-7) and Ball
State (1-14).
Sophomore Katia Bahina led
the way for the falcons after postingan individual record of 5-0.
l-'reshmanChristincChiricosia
and sophomore Sam Kintzel
both had a 4-1 record on the

weekend, while juniors Kelsey
l.ikup, in and Stefanie Menoff
both finished 3-2.
The Falcons handed the
Hoosiers two of their four losses including an 8-3 victory by
Chiricosta and iakupcin over the
No. 1 doubles team of Berdala
andZapadalova.
BG also pulled off some impressive comc-from-behind wins.
The tandem of Bahina and
Kintzel were down 7-2 to Louisville
before winning the match 9-7.
Senior lenna Nussbaum and
Chiricosta dug themselves a 7-1
hole against Indiana State before
tying it up at eight and forcing a
tiebreaker. The duo went on to
win the tiebreaker 7-3.
Hounding out the BG netters
were junior l.ibby Harrison (23), Nussbaum (2-3) and senior

"[The tournament] gave me a chance to
experiment and gave us a chance to play
against some different teams that we
don't see all the time."
Penny Dean | BG tennis coach

Andrea Voile (1-4).
The Falcons were excited to get
back into act ion.
"I missed it so much," Chiricosta
said. "Competing is my favorite
thing in the world, and it was really hard to go those couple months
without it."
With dual-match play vastly
approachlngithe tournament
wasn't scored and allowed coaches to play different combinations
of doubles teams.
Coach Penny Dean used 13

different doubles combinations
over the weekend.
"I've found some combinations
1 like,'' Dean said. "Every combo
that played over the weekend did
a good job."
"(The tournamentl gave me a
chance to experiment and gave
us a chance to play against some
different teams that we don't see
all the time," Dean said. "[The
tournamentl kind of helped us get
out the jitters for when we start
real matches next weekend."

that he will return to Ohio

BG tennis: 2007-08
individual records
Katia Babina: 4-4 singles. 10-2
doubles. 14-6 overall
Christine Chiricosta: 7-2
singles. 9-2 doubles. 16-4 overall
Libby Harrifon: 5-4 singles, 77 doubles. 12-11 overall
Kalsay Jakupcin: 3-5 singles.
7-5 doubles. 10-10 overall
Samantha Kintzal: 7-3 singles.
10-3 doubles. 17-6 overall
Stafania Manoff: 7-2 singles.
8-4 doubles. 15-6 overall
Janna Nunbaum: 3-3 singles,
6-6 doubles. 9-9 overall
Andraa Volla: 6-3 singles. 6-8
doubles. 12-11 overall
Naxt Match Saturday at 1
p.m. vs. Wright State at Toledo's
Shadow Valley courts.

State to play his senior year
Page 7

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog

AP s Top 25 released

Be sure to check out The BG
News Sports Blog for udates
and inside information on all

For the BCS,
skewer the
system, not
the teams

of your favorite BG teams.
The blog is also good for live
game updates for hockey and
mens and women's basketball games throughout their
respective seasons
http://www.bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1981—Bob Gibson elected
to the National Baseball Hall
of Fame
1964—Baseball agrees to
hold a free agent draft in New
York City
1957-The Brooklyn
Dodgers sign a new threeyear lease for Ebbets Field
1942—FDR asks commissioner to continue baseball
SARA D DAVIS

during WWII
1900-SCNEC soccer

AP PHOTO

TARHEELS ON TOP: Deon Thompson and North Carolina are 17-0 and received the APs No 1 ranking in ihe mosi recent college basketball poll. Their next game is tomorrow

team forms

The List
The 2008 NFL draft looks like
it's going to feature a number
of very talented running
backs. Here's our list of the
five best running backs
currently in the draft

1. Ray Rice
(Rutgers): He's fresh off
a single-handed demolition of
the MAC's own Ball State in
the International Bowl

2. Kevin Smith
DAVE WEAVER I AP PHOTO

RANDY SNYDER

AP PHOTO

MANUEL BALCECENETA : AP PHOTO

REED SAXON

AP PHOTO

(Central Florida): He

TALENTED: Darnell Jackson and the

ON THE PROWL 14-0 Memphis has

BIGMAN:RoyHibbenand

MOVING UP: UCLA claimed the

flirted with breaking Barry

Jayhawks earned the No 3 spot in the

looked very impressive this season.

Georgetown are ranked fifth in (he nation.

fourth spot in this week's rankings.

Sanders' rushing record in the
offense-heavy
Conference USA

3. Rashard

Mendenhall
(Illinois): He had a stellar
junior season for the Fighting
lllini and looked pretty good
against USC in the Rose Bowl

4. Steve Slaton
(West Virginia):
Slaton's put together a very
good career at West Virginia
and will probably get picked
in the first round

5. Darren McFadden
(Arkansas): What can
we say? He was the focal
point of the Arkansas offense
and finished in second place
for the Heisman Trophy twice

I

North Carolina, Kansas, Memphis on top, still undefeated
By Jim O'Connall

Carolina and Marshall in its first
two Conference USA games last
weekand the Tigers were No. 1 on
The last of the unbeatens are 1-2- 24 ballots and had 1,739 points.
Kansas (16-0), which
3 in the Top 25 — again.
North Carolina, Memphisand defeated Loyola (Md.) and
Kansas, the only Division I teams Nebraska last week, received
yet to lose this season, were the three first-place votes.
top teams in The Associated
Three teams lost for the first
Press' college basketball poll for a time last week — Washington
seventh straight week yesterday.
State, Vanderbilt and Mississippi
Arizona State moved in at — and each dropped at least two
No. 22, the Sun Devils' first places in the poll.
UCLA,
which downed
ranking since the final poll of
Washington State 81-74 on
the 1994-95 season.
North Carolina (17-0), which Saturday, moved up one spot
beat North Carolina Asheville to fourth and was followed by
and North Carolina State last Georgetown, Tennessee, Duke,
week, kept the No. 1 ranking Washington State, Indiana aixl
it has held since the preseason Texas A&M.
poll. The Tar Heels received 45
Michigan State, which lost 43first-place votes and 1,765 points 36 to Iowa, dropped five spots to
from the 72-member national 11th and was followed by BuUer,
media panel.
Marquette, Dayton, Pittsburgh,
Wisconsin,
Memphis (15-0) beat East Vauderbilt,
The Associated Press

Mississippi. Texas and Xavier.
conference play, those rankings
The last five ranked teams were tend to be very volatile."
The Sun Devils lost their seaMiami, Arizona State, Hhode
Island, Clemson and Villanova.
son opener, 77-54 to Illinois at
Arizona State (13-2) moved the EA Sports Maui Invitational,
into the rankings on anine-game and their other loss was in their
winning streak that includes a 3- only true road game of the sea0 stan in the Pac-10. It is only the son, 62-47 at Nebraska. The most
third time in their 30 years in the impressive wins have been over
conference the Sun Devils have Xavier, Oregon and Arizona, a 64started 3-0 and the first time 59 overtime victory last week.
since 1987-88.
Arizona State is 11-0 at home
ASU coach Herb Sendek wel- this season after finishing 7-11
comed the ranking as a sign that there last season. The three conhis rebuilding effort is paying off. ference home wins are one-third
But he said it's premature for Sun the total the Sun Devils had in
Devils fans to celebrate.
the previous four seasons.
l-'reshman lames Harden,
"It most certainly is an indication that we're making progress," Arizona State's first McDonald's
said Sendek, who went 8-22 last All-American since 1984, leads
season, his first in Tempe. "But the Sun Devils in scoring (18.2)
at the same time, I think we all and is shooting 54.9 percent
recognize that it's a real-time
snapshot, and this early in the
See TOPS | Page 7
season, especially this early in

It's become pretty apparent that the cool thing to do
among the nation's sensation-seeking columnists and
commentators is to pile on
Ohio State University for their
second consecutive loss in the
BCS National Championship.
As we all know, they lost to
faster, better teams from the
Southeastern Conference. We
also know that over the past two
seasons, the Buckeyes won their
conference and lost just one
regular season game.
So what else are they supposed to do to earn their keep?
I think what's happening is
that people arc taking out their
frustrations with the system on
the teams that benefit from it.
OSU was top-ranked in all the
polls, not just the BCS when
they earned their spot in the
title game in both of the last
two seasons.
They deserve criticism for
losing the games, but certainly
not for being there. As weak as
the Big Ten has been lately, it's
still a BCS conference. With all
the two-loss teams in college
football's elite, there was no
choice but to put the Buckeyes
in the game.
As the system stands, OSU
deserved a place in the game.
Everyone else blew their chance
two weeks after OSU did. In a
system that takes more account
in when a team loses than who
it loses to, OSU found itself at
the top when the dust settled.
Many other teams blew their
chances.
West Virginia lost to
Pittsburgh, Oklahoma blew it
with losses to Colorado and
Texas Tech. Missouri lost in
its conference title game and
Kansas lost to Missouri which
made it the third best team in
its conference. Oregon lost to
Arizona, Arizona State lost two
late-season games to USC and
Oregon and USC lost to Oregon
and lowly Stanford. Georgia
couldn't get into the SEC title
game because of weak, earlyseason losses.
Confusing and complicated
I know. Any other year it might
have turned out differendy. A
lot of "what ifs" were tossed
around, but OSU won all but
one game — something only
Kansas can say for itself. But the
layhawks didn't win their conference. So it's a moot point.
I'm certainly not a Buckeye
fan by any stretch, quite the
opposite actually, but I've seen
enough. OSU is going to have a
ruptured spleen if the pundits
keep piling on at the rate they
are.
All a college football team
can do is play the games on
its schedule. They can't sway
See COLUMN | Page 7
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Undefeated or close to
it: AP Top 25
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OSU All-American Laurinaitis will return

From Page 6

from the field, including 44.7 from
3-point range. Arizona State heads
to Northern California this week
for games against California and
Stanford.
Sendek said he's not worried
about his players growing complacent now that they've achieved
a ranking.
"I think our group has been
really good, even last year, about
focusing on the task at hand, the
next practice, the next game,"
Sendek said.
Stanford (13-3) dropped out
from No. 23 after beating Oregon
State 66-4fi and losing 71-66 to
Oregon last week. The Cardinal
were ranked in the preseason poll
and the first of the regular season
then fell out for six weeks before
returning the past two weeks.

No louu to speak of: North
Carolina (17-0). Memphis (15-0).
Kansas (16-0)
Undefeated until last w«k:
Washington State. Vanderbilt.
Mississippi
First timo in a long timo:
Arizona State is currently ranked
22nd in the country. It's the Sun
Devils' first time in the top 25
since 1995. They're currently riding a nine-game winning streak
and are 5-0 in Pac-10 play
Tho bottom tIvo: Miami (FL)
(14-1). Arizona State (15-2).
Rhode Island (15-2).
Clemson (13-3). Villanova (11-3)
Out: Stanford (formerly 23rd)
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ONE MORE YEAR:
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10 Stale linebacker James Laurinaitis will return for his senior season He's a two-time All-American and a Butkus Award winner.

By Rusty Miller

"You only get to do this once, so I want to

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio—Two-time
All-America linebacker lames
Laurinaitis said yesterday he
will stay at Ohio State for his
senior year.
"After a long thought process anil strategic evaluation
of the pros and cons of this
decision with my close family
and friends, I've decided to

stay at Ohio State," Laurinaitis
said in a statement issued by
the school.
laurinaitis, a 6-fbot-3, 244pounder from llamel, Minn.,
won the 21107 Butkus Award
as the nation's top linebacker
and the 200G Nagurski Award
as the top defensive player in
college football.
The Big Ten defensive player

take full advantage. There are a lot of things
that money can't buy, and some of those
things are the experiences of a
senior season."
James Laurinaitis I Ohio Stale linebacker

of the year this past season, he
set a BCS championship game
record with 18 tackles against
LSI! in the Buckeyes' 38-24
loss, their second in a row in
the title game.
Laurinaitis, the son of VVWK
professional wrestler Animal
from the legion ofDoom, led
the Buckeyes with 121 tackles
for the season.

Most NFL mock drafts have
pegged Laurinaitis as a high
first-round draft pick. During
Ohio State's preparations for
the game with LSU he had batted away questions about what
he would do next season.
"I know I can still improve
as a player, and I know there
is still much more to me and
for the Buckeyes to accom-

1

6
4 8
4 9 3

plish,'' he said. "I want to stay
a Buckeye for another season.
You only get to do this once, so
I want to take full advantage.
There are a lot of things that
money can't buy, and some
of those things are the experiences of a senior season."
Coach lim Tressel disclosed
in December that he had
urged 13 juniors to file the
paperwork with the NFL to
receive scouting evaluations
to determine what round the
players might be taken in this
spring's draft.
So far, only second-team
All-American defensive end
Vernon Gholston has said he
will give up his senior year to
make himself eligible for the
draft. The deadline for thirdyear players to declare their
intentions is today.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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Cavaliers' coach Brown receives contract extension
By Joi. Miliri..

Create and solve your
Sudotai puzzles for FREE.

"This is a way for us to show him that we

The Associated Press

PRIZESUDOKUXOM

believe in him and that we look for more

CIF.VF.LANI)
The Cavaliers
have struggled to stay on top

great things to come."

of the Eastern (looference after
coach Mike Brown helped take
the team to its first NBA finals
last season.
But team owner Dan Gilbert
showed support for Brown
hasn't wavered by giving him
a two-year contract extension yesterday that will keep
him with the club through the
2010-11 season.
"This is a way for us to show
him that we believe in him
and that we look for more great
things to come," general manager Danny Ferry said.
Brown is in his third seaMARK DUNCAN 1PPHCT0
son with the Cavaliers, who
EXTENDED: Brown wiR coach the
were swept in the finals by
San Antonio. His contract was Cavaliers for two additional seasons.
to expire after the 2008-09
season.
However, the Cavaliers (19Ferry and Gilbert had been 18) have had an up-and-down
discussing an extension since start this season, with restrictthe summer for Brown, a first- ed free agents Anderson
time coach when he joined the Varejao and Sasha Pavlovic
Cavaliers who now has a fran- holding out in contract dischise-best ,592 winning per- putes and superstar LeBron
centage (119-82).
lames missing six games

*

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths. 2 People

*29S.OO/mo.p£o,
• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
• NEXT TO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

Danny Ferry | Cavaliers general manager

because of a finger injury.
"We've had our challenges
this year with injuries, contract situations, etc., and we've
done a pretty good job overall of battling through those,"
Ferry said. "We've kind of had
the mantra, and it was started
by Mike, of a no excuses team,
and that's something Mike
and LeBron and our players
have all hung onto."
In addition to facing opponents without lames and
Varejao for extended stretches,
Brown also has had issues
with players like reserves
Damon lones and Ira Newble,
who refused to play late in the
Cavaliers' Christmas Day win
against Miami.
The contract extension
leaves no doubt what the front
office thinks of the defensiveminded Brown.

COLUMN

"It sends a message to everyone that Mike is our coach,"
Ferry said. "We believe in what
he's doing."
lames, who credited Brown
with helping him become a
better defensive player, felt the
extension was a positive not
just for Brown, but the team.
"It's some security for himself
and our organization," lames
said. "He's done a great job. He's
won a lot of ball games for us."
Brown, who previously was
an assistant with Indiana and
San Antonio, downplayed how
the extension would affect him.
"No matter how much money
i make the bottom line for me
is I want to win a championship," he said. "I'm thankful. I
feel blessed. I'm excited about
it. My family is excited about
it. But it doesn't change my
thought process."

From

" All a college
football team can
do is play the games
on its schedule."
the votes, and they certainly
won't and shouldn't apologize
for the votes they get. It's
absurd to think that anyone
should apologize for playing
their schedule and winning
all but one game. OSU benefited from the perfect storm
of losses and played in the
game that it was assigned.
So if a face needs to be
put on the problem the BCS
poses, that face probably
doesn't reside in Columbus.

HOUSES r
• CLOSE TO CAMPUS •

May 2008 Leases
. 239 M.invilk-, .< Ixllll.
1 bl«Kk from (Campus,
r ;«HHI cona.S67Vmo
. 824 5lh Si. 4 Ixlm.
2 balh.A/t:, Washer
I>rvcr.4|H-.>pk-SI(KHHiio

August 2008 Leases
. 826 Sill St 4 Ixllll.
2 bath, A/C Wisher!
Dryer.4 ivopl.- S.HKK1 in,.
Call 419-352-9392
wvrw.troboserentals.com

l-OR (URKt.N I 1.1SI IMi

FROBOSE RENTALS

WJNTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
SS»*
■«■

AMENITIES

Winthrop 4 Summit Terrace

PROPERTY*

PROPERTY B

PROPERTY C

Apartment Size

2 Bed/1 Bath

4 bed/2bath

4 bed/4 bath

3 bed/1.5 bath

< of Roomates

®

4

4

3

Rent

$570($285 each)

$1196($299 each)

$1292($323 each)

$900 ($300 each)
$114

Gas

(0

$44

all electric

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

Water

$0

$0

$120

Included it/Electric

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2008-

Trash

$0

$0

$0

$0

Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts., Buff
Apts, Ridge Manor

Basic Cable

$44

$44

$0

$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$48

Also ask about our rental rates at

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

No

Pool

Yes (2 Pools)

Yes

No

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Total Costs Per Month

$634($317 each)

$1352($339 each)

$1642 ($403 each)

$1203($401 each)

Security Deposit

$200 ($100 each)

$600 ($150 each)

$1292($323 each)

$500 ($167 each)

Merry St. Apts. & 425 East Court St.

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419352.0717

^*"jSv

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-1pm

(I

*IV

All utilities d't hasvd on a maiM Kurwy arn

>"Ih HveiM^ One I

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!
GREENBRIAR, INC.
www.>|n H'nhiMi ioitl.iK.com

I

1

Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Offii e 400 h Napoleon Rd • 419 352.9135
Sunday Hours: 12 - 3 • www.winthroptoir,« e com • email us winthropfigerdenich ion'
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The Daily Crossword Fix

It's a
bird, it's a
plane, it's

brought to you by
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a UFO

DONNA MCWIIUAM i AP PHOTO

ALIEN SIGHTING: Standing near the area when? he saw a large silent object in the sky.
Ricky Sorrells talks about the sighting. Monday. Jan.14. 2008 in Dublin. Texas.

By Angela K. Brown
The Associated Press
6TEPHENVELE Texas — In
this farming community where
nightfall usually brings clear,
starry skies, residents are abuzz
OVR reported sightings of what
many believe is a UFO.
Several
dozen
people
— including a pilot, county
constable and business owners — insist they have seen a
large silent object with bright
lights flying low and fast. Some
reported seeing fighter jets
chasing it.
"People wonder what in the
world it is because this is the
Bible Belt, and everyone isafraid
it's the end of times," said Steve
Allen, a freight company owner
and pilot who said the object he
saw last week was a mile long
and half a mile wide. "It was
positively, absolutely nothing
from these pans."
While federal officials insist
there's a logical explanation,
locals swear that it was larger,
quieter, faster and lower to the
ground than an airplane. They
also said the object's lights
changed configuration, unlike
those of a plane. People in several towns who reported seeing it over several weeks have
offered similar descriptions of
the object.
Machinist Ricky Sorrells
said friends made fun of him
when he told them he saw a
flat, metallic object hovering
about 300 feet over a pasture
behind his Dublin home. But he
decided to come forward after
reading similar accounts in the
Stephenville Empire-Tribune.
"You hear about big bass or
big buck in the area, but this is
a different deal," Sorrells said.
"It feels good to hear that other
people saw something, because
that means I'm not crazy."
Sorrells said he has seen the
object several times. He said he
watched it through his rifle's
telescopic lens and described
it as very large and without
seams, nuts or bolts.
Maj. Karl Lewis, a spokesman for the 301st Fighter Wing
at the Joint Reserve Base Naval
Air Station in Fort Worth, said
no F-16s or other aircraft from
his base were in the area the

night of Ian. 8, when most people
reported the sighting.
Lewis said the object may have
been an illusion caused by two
commercial airplanes. Lights
from the aircraft would seem
unusually bright and appear
orange from the setting sun.
"I'm 90 percent sure this was
an airliner," Lewis said. "With
the sun's angle, it can play tricks
on you."
Officials at the region's two
Air Force bases — Dyess in
Abilene and Sheppard in
Wichita Falls — also said none
of their aircraft were in the
area last week. The Air Force
no longer investigates UFOs.
About 200 UFO sightings are
reported each month, mostly in
California, Colorado and Texas,

according to the Mutual UFO
Network, which plans to go
to the 17,000-resident town of
Stephenville to investigate.
Fourteen
percent
of
Americans polled last year by
The Associated Press and Ipsos
say they have seen a UFO.
Erath County Constable Lee
Roy Gaitan said that he first
saw red glowing lights and then
white flashing lights moving
fast, but even with binoculars
cou Id not see the object to which
the lights were attached.
"I didn't see a flying saucer
and I don't know what it was, but
it wasn't an airplane, I've never
seen anything like it," Gaitan
said. "I think it must be some
kind of military craft — at least I
hope it was."

Help Wanted
ttW w; N—» will nm In

f .ml i.thn 1,-K.ilK |in

REWARD Lost F chocolate lab 12
yrs. old Last seen Rudolph Rd S.
ot BG. heading N. on Jan 7 Purple
collafMurphy" Call 419-686-8022

Help Wanted
"Customer Service/Data Entry"
•"Make$67HR!!!—
'HIRING IMMEDIATELY"Must Have Good
Communication Skills"
HAVE FUN AT WORK AND
MAKE GOOD MONEY!"
Only 15 Min Away in Perrysburg
Mon-Fri 5pm- 9pm & Sal Morn
MUST BE AVAILABLE EVERYDAY!!
23-25 Hrs/Week
Call Kris TODAY (419) 261-6034
TruGreen ChemLawn- EOE M/F/D/V
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"Fame" star
Cotton separators
Death rattles
Pindar products
Huron/Ontario separator
U.A.E. rulers
HaHMMMCD
Zola novel
Puts aside
Start of John
Burroughs quip
"High Noon" star
Half of the UAR
Cellular letters
Leslie Caron role
Gravelly voiced speaker
Trolley car
Part 2 of quip
Cover in mist
Wilder's "__ Town"
Ruth's mother-in-law
Part 3 of quip

227 N. Prospect Triplex 1, 2 or 5
bdrm apts avail Parking inc. Available Summer 08 419-308-2676
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Bowling Green
129 S. Main St.

MEXICAN GRILL
419.353.7200
For Rent

Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206

For Rent

For Rent

4 bdrm house tor rent. 3 people 2
car garage. W/D, air condition. 138
Williams Available May 08, 1 year
lease, $1200 + util 419-654-9512

FOR RENT lor the next school year
2 -3 bedrm. houses. 2 efficiencies
1 lg 3 bedrm apt Close to BGSU
419-601-3225

418-B S. Summit. Available February
1st 2 bedrooms w/ one car garage &
wash/dryer $650 mo. 419-354-6036

House 8 Apartments
School year Lease
419-409-1110

426 E Wooster. 3 Bdrm Apt.
Avail Fall. $950/mo. Util's Inc.
419-352-5882
426 E. Wooster, Lg 1 Bdrm. Apt.
Avail Fall, $435/ mo, Util's Inc
419-352-5882

One month free rent w/lease. 3
bedrm , 2 bath condo W/D. garage
$1,100 + utilities, email.
judyiac@bgsu.edu

"08-09 SY Now Renting
CARTYRENTALS COM
419-353-0325 9 am -9 pm

3-4 bedroom houses.
Close to campus & downtown.
419-308-2456

www. preferredproperliesco. com

Haven House Manor

Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts. "Newly Renovated

C A, Peti Welcome
On Site laundry
Prtvttt Entrance/Patio
Short Term Lease* Aval
419-382-7881

U

08*».

Mini Mall AptS. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

uwumumutnsi

WINTER SAVINGS

-FREE HEA1
vAUsrrv SOUAM

1
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CTPSYLAW

~J FllCO

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 tsJ

OIL CHANGE &
TIRE ROTATION

124 M 2,

$

20°°"o-

Tufly experts Ml evaluate your cooltng lyttetn
riutft your radiator am Ml wrtfi coolant. De> Cool
•xt™ In keu of ether of*jni Molt can and ram

"Home away from Home"

T

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

ANTIFREEZE/
COOLIANT SYSTEM
FLUSH

Taking Applications Now!

Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue * Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

•
•
•
■
•

Indudat oil Mf ot change with up to 5 qts
ol quality Crtgo motor o«l. chess* lube and tira
rotation "in laau o< other offers Most can and
light trucks
~^
Disposal fees may apply
BON '<$

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION

On selected floor plans

SPACItlS
III]
OFFICE HO

STORAGE

• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

From Only $490!

Updated Blrchwood (small pel allowed)

APARTMENTS

o^*"*

I 2 3 Bedroom Apartments

SchZft

HOUSES

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Ottice open 10-2 M-F
www bgapartments com

Duplex, Large 1 Bdrm, Avail Fall
Ouiel. Clean $425/mo.
Util's Inc 352-5882

Find A Place To Call Home

Studios: from $309
Bedrooms: from $435

•CALL FOR DETAILS-

T

63

(Not valid with any other offer)

Studios!
1 Bedrooms:

Tan for as low
as $15 a month

5 beds. 1 booth
closest to campus

TanningCenterBG.com

Happiness
"Schindler's List" star
Bob of the PGA
Go wrong
Pop
Chip dips
End of quip
Low. heavy carts
Otherwise
Clamping device
"La Traviata" composer
Nice nothing
Vocalist Fitzgerald
Twelve: pref.
Classify
Rosebud, e.g.

—Freferred
Properties Co.

- ONE TIME PURCHASE •

1 Week Free
2<MlllS§M

i LOTIONS
25% OF
| We my your sales lax!!

46
47
48
50
51
53
58
62
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

60
61
62

$1 Tacos All Day Tuesday

OnaStanrJard • r>» Prmurn

► THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed

'*

Like Fuller's dome
Son of Judah
Newly conceived
Ming of the NBA
Colorists
Adulates
Capability
Bridal path?
Stand-in
Dr. Jekyll's
alter ego
Miscellany
Computer operator
Optical storage
device
Classic car

"ARE YOU FRIENDLY AND
OUTGOING?"
TruGreen ChemLawn Needs Youl!
SSSALARY (S400/wk) +
FULL BENEFITSSS
FULL TIME ONLY Entry Level
SALES
Inside and Outside Sales Reposlbilities. GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS NEEDED
No Exp Needed- Paid TrainingWork 12-9PM
"CALL KRIS TODAY 419-261-6034
or Submit Application at
TrugreenToledo.com"

327 1/2 E. Merry Recently remodeled. Small. 1 bedrm, unturn. apt
Sublease now thru Aug 08 S450
mo. plus elec Porch & parking oft
Enterprise Call 937-408-8802

► SOUTHSIOE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 beds, 2 booths
419-353-8826
appt. available
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TOO TUESDAY!

PAMPERED CHEF SALES CONSULTANT needed in BG Flexible
hours. Great Pay. Email:
nail.com

Use your package at any of our locations

'•*
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Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers & cooks.
419-352-7070

Part time counter person needed.
Must be avail. 3 to 6 Mon. thru Fn &
2 Sats./mo. Please apply at Longs
Cleaners 1204 W Wooster.

32 Rooms fluailable!!

1

ACROSS

1 rmte needed for sublease. Now
until Aug $360 mo * util Great
YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS
ACROSS AMERICA is now hinng house on Crim Stl 419-929-4929
students who are interested in an en3/4 Bdr Apt. 91/2/12 month lease
trepreneurial summer job experience
Corner 7th and High,
Qualified candidates will learn all asSmall Pets Okay 419-308-3525
pects of what it is like to operate your
own business Last summers average earnings were S10.000 If you
3/4 bedrm house, avail, mid May
are an outgoing individual, looking lo
S850 per month Palmer Ave.
gain experience in the real business,
Ph 419-934-0128
world, please call 888-839-3385 for
more information.
311 Ridge- 3 Bdm House
Avail Fall, $1,200/mo.
419-352-5882
For Rent

BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174
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1 Kind of book
or relief
Supplement
Right-hand page
Songwriters' org.
Drug option
Remsen and Levin
Santa Maria's
sister ship
8 Waterproofs
9 Hold back
10 Onental nursemaid
11 English port
12 Before, once
13 Sound of a
slow leak
21 Beer buy
22 Lute's cousin
26 Medieval note
27 Jazz clarinetist
Shaw
29 Thug
30 Greenland Eskimo
32 Lone man
33 Steak cut
34 Pass on (to)
35 Subsequently
36 Scale tor minerals
38 Exult blatantly
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Ottice cleaning eves 5-7 hrs per wk
Own transp. req'd.
Call 352-5335

Lost/Found

THE
TANNING
CENTER

'THE HEAT
904 E Wooster
419-352-3588

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Bowling Green

(419) 353-2444
1087 S. Main Street
Mon. - Fri. 8:00am - 6:00pm
Sat. 8:00am - 4:00pm
».tuffy.com
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LIFETIME WARRANTED
BRAKE PADS/
SHOES A MUFFLERS

50%
rOusr
"

Profcaaional (yak* MbM mspachon, inataa
mum wriaiiijau pads ot thorn. Rapach wh—■
baanngs and mad-na rotors/drums whan raquirad Sami-matatllc pads and raptaoamant parts
may ba naadad at additional coat In lisu of «••*
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